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Exhibit B
Chicago Backflow has been one of the leaders in backflow prevention since 
1993. Family owned and operated, CBI employs 12 backflow inspectors 
that are out and about covering the Chicagoland area every day. When 
asked what sets CBI apart from other companies that offer backflow 
testing, my answer to them is simple. Backflow prevention is our daily life, 
our niche. While there may be some plumbers that also carry a license to 
inspect and certify backflow preventers, these plumbers are not one in the 
same with a licensed CCCDI inspector that works full time on backflow 
prevention assemblies.  Most plumbers may have their days filled with 
service tickets varying from replacing leaky faucets, rodding toilets, etc, 
then testing one or two backflow preventers here and there. Certified 
Backflow Inspectors employed by Chicago Backflow have their hands in 
backflow prevention assemblies all day every day. 

This makes us the best in the business when it matters most – your failing 
backflow assemblies. Each of our Certified Inspectors carries an extensive 
stock of backflow parts on their truck. CBI inspectors will expertly 
dismantle your device, assess the repairs needed, come back inside with 
the necessary parts and get you back up and running before you can say 
‘backflow incident’.  

Our all-inclusive backflow testing service includes: testing & tagging your device on site and 
filing your results via the required platform online. In addition, any devices that have internal 
parts that are failing will be repaired right on the spot. For the next 12 months, each device is 
covered under the All-Inclusive warranty, meaning if any of your backflow preventers start to 
drip/leak/spray, we will come back out and service the device at no additional charge. (If for any 
reason the device can not be repaired, you will be provided with a separate replacement quote).
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